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The field of microscopy has seen an explosion of new imaging modalities over the past couple years. 

Some of these transformative techniques include but are not limited to super-resolution microscopy, light 

sheet microscopy and cryo-electron microscopy. These techniques vary widely in scope and application 

but all share one common trait, the size of the data requires robust storage, network and computational 

methodology. Growth in data size creates a series of problems for microscopists. How to store and analyze 

progressively larger data sets?  Using a high-end workstation, a single large data set can often take over a 

week to complete image analysis. We designed and built an imaging system that has the capacity to store 

and analyze large data sets.  We are working with arivis AG to deliver a turnkey software solution to 

perform server side image analysis. The software they developed, VisionHub, provides a user-friendly 

interface to set up advanced workflows for the parallelization of image analysis. The solution  has three 

major components, a large storage component, a 50 TB SSD array and multiple computational servers. 

Each part of the server work together but perform specific tasks. The large storage component of the server 

acts as an archival area to hold imaging data that can be easily retrieved for the server based image 

analysis. The 50 TB SSD array serves as “scratch space” for the large image sets that are being analyzed 

by the HUB software. Using the SSD array ensures the rapid transfer of data to the compute servers. The 

computational servers can be leveraged by the HUB to parallelize the image analysis. The speed of our 

analysis increases by the number of servers used for the analysis compared to workstation based analysis. 

If we use three computational servers for analysis we see a marked improvement in speed of analysis over 

a workstation. HUB provides a browser based interface to visualize large data sets and to develop complex 

imaging workflows. By combining HUB software with this type of system design we aim to provide a 

roadmap for how to manage and analyze large complex data sets. Moving the storage and analysis of 

images server side should result in faster analysis and storage of big data in an environment that can scale 

with the size of the data allowing the new imaging modalities to realize their full potential. 
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